
 

 

 

Volleyball Clinic Swing Analysis 
 
Athlete - Athlete #2 Test Date: 10-14-18 
Evaluator - Billy Glisan Date: 10-15-18 
 
 
Ball Speed - Results & Interpretation: 
After her PC360 training, Athlete #2’s average ball speed increased 8 mph, 
a 25% change at the clinic. 

 
 
Video Analysis of Swings at Clinic 
 
A before and after clinic comparison can be viewed at: 
https://youtu.be/DVpOvJZzHdc 
 
 
 
 

https://youtu.be/DVpOvJZzHdc


 

 

 
Training Recommendations to Increase Hitting Power & Speed: 
  
The main suggestions we have for Athlete #2 to become a better more 
powerful hitter is to: 

1. Wait longer before you start your approach as your often in the hitting 
zone too early. (Keep the ball/ hit the ball in front of you). 

2. Start attack & approach from behind attack line. 
3. Keep working on staying open as you jump in air (keep chest facing 

sideline as long as possible). 
4. Train hips to turn first/fast (make the hitting arm wait on the turn of the 

body). 
5. Create a lower arm set-up position to load her shoulder better and 

tolerate increased arm speed torque long-term. (Pull hand back under 
chin). 

 
Changes for All Athletes in Clinic 

 
 
 
 



 

 

 
As shown in the chart above, on average, each athlete in the clinic 
improved their ball speed by 3.5 mph, which is an 11.3% change or 
improvement. 
 
Here’s the raw data for all athletes in the clinic: 
 

Athlete pre post mph % 

1 34.7 32.3 -2.4 -6.9 

2 30.7 37.0 6.3 20.5 

3 26.3 28.3 2 7.6 

4 31.7 32.7 1 3.2 

5 35.3 38 2.7 7.7 

6 32 40 8 25 

7 31.7 35 3.3 10.4 

8 26.3 32.3 6 22.8 

9 30.3 35 4.7 15.5 

 31.0 34.5 3.5 11.3 

 
Interpretation: 
 
8 of the 9 athletes improved their ball velocity in the clinic while all of the 
athletes improved their power hitting mechanics. 
 
Further Information & Clarification: 
 
Please feel free to contact me at billy@powercore360.com or by calling 
(970) 556-0435. 
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